A We are concerned here with injectivity criteria for quasi-isometric mappings. For a given connected open subset U of X we define fi0{U) to be the infimum of all jti for which there exists a noninjective ju-isometric mapping of U into some Banach space Y. In other words, fi0{U) is the largest number t for which p. < t implies that all ft-isometric mappings of U are injective. John [4, 7] established that there is a universal constant C with the property that if X is a Hubert space and U C X is an open convex set containing a ball of radius r and contained in the concentric ball of radius R, then p.0{U)** 1 + Cr/R. John's proof of this result relies in essential ways on the hypothesis that the norm of X arises from an inner product. We shall derive an analogous lower bound for ¡i0{U) for convex U without the assumption that X is a Hubert space (see Theorem 2 and its corollary). More generally, we shall show how
Throughout, X and Y denote real Banach spaces. The theorem mentioned in the title was proved in [9] and states that a distance preserving mapping / of X onto Y for which/(0) = 0 is a linear transformation. A proof may also be found in [1] .
If U C X and /: U -> Y, then at each point x of U one defines D+f{x) and D~f{x) , respectively, as the upper and lower limits of \f{y) -f{x) \/\y -x \ as y tends to x. Following John [4] , a mapping / of an open subset U of X into Y is said to be {m, M)-isometric if it is a local homeomorphism (i.e., continuous, open and locally one-to-one) and, furthermore, 0 < m < D'f{x) and D+f{x) < M for all x in U. Less precisely, /is called ß-isometric if it is (m, M)-isometric for some m, M with M/m = ¡i, or simply quasi-isometric if it is /i-isometric for some ¡i. We are concerned here with injectivity criteria for quasi-isometric mappings. For a given connected open subset U of X we define fi0{U) to be the infimum of all jti for which there exists a noninjective ju-isometric mapping of U into some Banach space Y. In other words, fi0{U) is the largest number t for which p. < t implies that all ft-isometric mappings of U are injective. John [4, 7] established that there is a universal constant C with the property that if X is a Hubert space and U C X is an open convex set containing a ball of radius r and contained in the concentric ball of radius R, then p.0{U)** 1 + Cr/R. John's proof of this result relies in essential ways on the hypothesis that the norm of X arises from an inner product. We shall derive an analogous lower bound for ¡i0{U) for convex U without the assumption that X is a Hubert space (see Theorem 2 and its corollary). More generally, we shall show how one may derive lower bounds for /t0((7) for a much wider class of domains. The domains that we deal with are the uniform domains introduced by Martio and Sarvas [8] in the context of Euclidean spaces. The bounds we obtain are independent of the Banach space in which U lies and only depend on two parameters whose values give rough limitations on the shape of U (see Theorem 4 and Remark 4). The main tool used in the proofs of these injectivity criteria is an approximate version of the Mazur-Ulam theorem given in Proposition 2.
If one applies John's result to the case in which U is a ball, the lower bound one obtains for n0{U) is close to 1, since the constant C is a small number. A similar situation prevails when our results are specialized to balls (see Remark 2) . However, there is another kind of argument that can be used to derive injectivity criteria for quasi-isometric mappings when the domain is a ball. Using such an argument John [4] showed that if u < ((1 + \f5)/2)x/2 = 1.272..., then all ju-isometric mappings of a ball in a Hubert space are injective and in [4, 6] he showed that the same conclusion follows under the additional assumption that the image space is also a Hubert space ifju<^2=1.414_Here
again it is possible to get by without the hypothesis that X is a Hilbert space, as is shown in [3] where it is proved that if U is a ball in a Banach space, then n0{U) > 1.114_
Before proceeding we fix our notation and terminology. X and Y shall always denote real Banach spaces. The r-neighborhood of a set A is denoted by B{A, r) and we abbreviate B{{x), r) and B{{0}, r) by B{x, r) and B{r), respectively. The corresponding closed balls are denoted by B{x, r) and B{r). As usual, [x, y] denotes the closed segment determined by x and y. A bounded subset A of X is said to be symmetric with respect to a point a if x in A implies that 2a -x is also in A. The center a of a bounded symmetric set is, of course, unique. If A is bounded and symmetric with respect to a, we define rad A to be inf{r > 0: A C B{a, r)}.
We denote the Blaschke distance function on sets by D; that is, for Ax, A2 C X, D{AX, A2) = inf{r > 0: Ax C B{A2, r) and A2 C B{AX, r)}. We point out that if/ satisfies |/(jc) -f{y) [< M \x -y | for all x, y E Ax U A2, then D{f{Ax)^_ f{A2)) < MD{AX, A2). For A C X and a > 0 we define T{A, a) -{x E X: A C B{x, a)} = C\{B{y, a): y_E A). For x, y E X we define S{x, y, a) = T{[x, y], a) = T{{x, y), a) = B{x, a) n B{y, a). We also define C{A, a) = A n T{A, a). The fol- for all x, y EU. Although as a global condition this is much stronger than {m, M)-isometry, a fundamental result of John [4, 5] (see Lemma 9 below) says that if/is {m, M)-isometric in B{a, r), then/is {m, M )-rigid in B{a,{m/M)r).
We now motivate what is to follow. The basis of the proof of the Mazur-Ulam theorem is the fact that the affine structure of a Banach space can be defined exclusively in terms of the metric. More precisely, it is possible to characterize the midpoint a -{x + y)/2 of [x, y] without reference to the underlying algebraic structure. This is done as follows: One defines sets Sn recursively by Sx = S(x,y,\x-y\/2) and S"+x = C(Sn,\x -y \/2") for n > 1. It is not difficult to show that for all n, a E Sn and that rad Sn -» 0. This then yields the purely metric characterization of a as the unique point belonging to all of the Sn. Using the relationship between {m, M)-isometric and {m, M)-rigid mappings mentioned in the preceding paragraph together with the indicated proof of the Mazur-Ulam theorem, John [4, 5] Applying (3) to this we conclude that (4) C(R,y)cB(C{S,y + 2v),71).
Let e = D{A, F) < tj < 8/2 and r = rad A. Then ß -2tj > r and thus
Applying (4) with R = A, S = F and y = ß -2tj we obtain
Another application of (4) with R = F, S = A and y = ß yields
Since by Lemma 3 we have that D{C{A, ß), C{A, ß ± 2t/)) < 2t/(1 + {r/8)), (5) and (6) give D{C{A, ß), C{F, ß)) *£ 2tj(1 + {r/8)) + tj. Since tj is arbitrarily close to e, we conclude that
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If, on the contrary, e = D{A, F) > 8/2 and C(F, ß) ¥= 0, we also have
Lemma 5. Let A C U C X and let f: U -* Y be {m, M)-rigid. Then for all a > 0
Since/"1 is {\/M, l/m)-rigid on/( (7) we have
from which the second inclusion follows. We now introduce a sequence of sets which generalizes the one used in the proof of the Mazur-Ulam theorem. Let x, y E X and let 8 > \ x -y \ . For «>lwe define Sn = S"{x, y, 8, a) recursively as follows: 5, = S{x, y, a8/2) and for n > 1, Sn+, = C{Sn,a"+x8/2"). We have Lemma 6 . Let x ¥= y be points in X, a = {x + y)/2 and 1 < a < 2. Then for n S* 1 Sn is convex and symmetric with respect to a, rad Sn < (a/2)"8 and Sn D B{a,{a-])a"-l8/2").
Proof. It is easy to verify that the assertion is true for n = 1. Assume inductively that it is true for a given n > 1. By definition Sn+X = C{S",an+i8/2"). The inductive hypothesis implies that Sn+X is convex and symmetric with respect to a. If u E Sn+X, then | u -z |< a"+l8/2" for all z E S". In particular, for the point z = 2a -u of S" this implies that | u -a |< (a/2)"+15, so that rad5'n+1< {a/2)n+l8. Finally, let
If z e Sn, then | u -z |<| u -a | +| a -z \< {a -l)a"8/2"+] + {a/2)"8 < a"+i8/2", which means that u E Sn + X. We state as lemmas three basic facts proved by John. (7) f(Sx)CS'xCf(S(x,y,a^d/2)).
Since Sn+X = Snn T{S", a"+id/2") and S" C Sx C B{{x + y)/2, p/n), Lemma 5 with U = A = Sn implies that (8) f(Sn+x) C C(f(Sn),a" + 'Md/2") Gf(c(Sn,a»+^d/2")).
We abbreviate Dn = D{f{Sn), S'n). Formula (7) implies Dx < D(f(S(x, y, ad/2)), f(S(x, y, apd/2))) < MD(S(x, y, ad/2), S(x, y, apd/2)), and upon application of Lemma 2 we conclude that Dx < Ma2d{p. -l)/(2(a -1)). Now let n 3= 1. Writing W = C( f{Sn), a"+ lMd/2") ¥--0, we have where C = (a + 7)/(a -1) and £ = a/2. For given a and ju we use an integer n which is chosen in such a way that this last expression takes the form cx{n -\)ClM | x -y | , apart from negligible differences. Explicitly, we write n in the form n = -ß{log{n ~ l))/log C + £, where 0 < y8 < 1 and 0 =s £ < 1. Since ft < 2, we have that n s* 1. Also, (ju -1)C" = (/* -1)''^C£ < (ju -l)1 ^C and £" = The desired conclusion now follows from Lemma 10. We now use this theorem to obtain lower bounds for ju0(t/) for convex U. For short we say that U C X is {r, R)-convex if it is open and convex and B{a, r) C U C B{a, R) for some a E X. ÍM -DfVO + «oM) < 16/í, R Proof. Let U and / be as in the statement and assume that jtt < 2. Obviously we may assume that B{r) EUE B{R). Let x, y E U and let d -\y -x |> 0. Let x' = (1 -t)x and y' = (1 -t)y, where 0 < t < 1. We have \y' -x'\= (I -f)¿, | x -x' | , \y -y' |< iZv. By the convexity of t/we have that (1 -t)U + B{tr) E U, so that B{[x', y'], tr) E U. Let G stand for the expression 2Kx{n -l)*2¡u,2(l + a0n) appearing in Theorem 1. Suppose that there is a / E (0,1) for which 1 -G{\ -t)d/{tr) > {, or equivalently, t*A\ 2Gd
We would then have by Theorem 1 and Lemma 7 that
Thus,/^) ?*= f{x) provided that this last expression is positive; that is, provided that
Hence/will be one-to-one on U provided that for any x, y E U there is a / in (0,1) which satisfies (14) and (15). Since this is true if fiG < \{r/R), which is equivalent to (13), and (13) implies that /j. < 2, we are done. Remark 2. In the special case that U is a ball we may take r -R. In this case we have that fi0(t/) > r0, where t0 is the solution of the equation (/ -l)*2i3(l + a0t) = (16ZC,)"1. Simple calculations show that t0 is approximately 1 + 1.7(10)"19.
Theorem 2 immediately gives Corollary. If U is {r, R)-convex, then ju0(i/) > 1 + yx{r/RY2, where yx = (16*,$1 + a0/0))-'/*2 = t0 -1 and y2 = \/K2 ~ 8.22.
Remark 3. John [4, 7] proved that there is a universal constant y with the property that if X and Y are Hilbert spaces, then any ju-isometric mapping of an {r, R)-convex subset of X into Y is one-to-one provided that /i < 1 + y{r/R). The hypothesis that A' is a Hilbert space is essential to the proof given there, although the assumption that Y is also a Hilbert space can be dispensed with, basically because the existence of a fi-isometric mapping of an open subset of a Hilbert space into Y implies that Y cannot be too different from a Hilbert space. (Formally: If/: U -> Y is /x-isometric, then /"' is well defined and ti-isometric in some ball of Y. Since mappings of the form g{y) -f'\ty + b) are also fi-isometric, we see that if U is {r, Z?)-convex and /: U -» Y is noninjective, then for some g of the indicated form g ° f is a noninjective /i2-isometric mapping of U into X. Thus, if X is a Hilbert space, ft 3= (1 + y{r/R))x/2 3= 1 + y'{r/R) for a suitable y'.) Simple examples in the Euclidean plane show that 1 is the smallest exponent of r/R that will work in such a theorem. Our only purpose here has been to show how injectivity criteria similar to John's can be deduced for general Banach spaces and we have made no attempt to derive the smallest value of y2 obtainable by arguments based on the proof of the Mazur-Ulam theorem, preferring simplicity instead. Indeed, it is fairly clear that a more careful treatment would result in a value of y2 smaller than 8.22. It would be of interest to determine if the corollary is even true for y2 -1 with a suitable value of YiWe now show how arguments of the same kind may be used to derive lower bounds for f¿0(t/) for a more general class of connected open sets U. We need The following concept was introduced by Martio and Sarvas [8] . The formulation given here is essentially taken from Gehring and Osgood [2] . We say that an open subset U of X is an {a, b)-uniform domain if any two points x and y of U may be joined by a curve E E U with the following properties:
(i) E has finite length L < a \ x -y \ . Proof. Let i/be an {a, ¿>)-uniform domain and let/: U -» Y be {m, AZ)-isometric, where ft = M/m < 2. Let x, y E U be distinct points and let E be the curve of the preceding definition. Let <p: [0, L] -> X be the arc length parametrization of E with tp(0) = x and <p{L) = y. Let x' = <p(L/(6a)) and y' = <p{5L/{6a)). Lemma 7 together with simple properties of arc length implies that \f{x) -f{x') | and \f{y) -fiy') I bounded above by ML/{6a). Since \x-x'\, \y -y' |< L/{6a) and L<a\y -x\ , we have that \y' -x' \>\y -x\ -2L/{6a) 3= 2L/(3a) > 0.
Let C denote the portion of E between x' andy'; that is C = <p{[L/{6a), 5L/(6a)]). The second condition of the preceding definition implies that B{C, bL/{6a)) C U. Taking into account that the length of C is less than L which is in turn at most 3a\x' -y' 1/2, we conclude from Theorem 3 that \f{y') -f{x')\ > m\y' -x'\{l -\0%Kxn2{n -i)*2(2 + a0n)a2/b).
Since |/(jc) -f{x') | +\f{y) -f{y') \^ ML/{3a) <M\y' -x' \/2, we see that \/{y)-f{x)\ >\y' -x'\(m(\ -mKxn2in -i)*2(2 + <*0n)a2/b) -m/2).
Since \y' -x' |> 0, we have that f{y) ¥^f{x) provided that (19) holds and since (19) obviously implies that ft < 2, we are done. Remark 4. Theorem 4 says that if U is {a, ¿>)-uniform, then noiU) ** ta,b^ where tab > 1 satisfies the equation t + 2\6Kxt2{t -1)*2(2 + aQt)a2/b = 2. For the case that X-R", the Euclidean space of dimension n, Martio and Sarvas [8, Theorem 3.8] obtained a lower bound for ft0(c7) for such domains. However, their bound depends on the dimension n in addition to a and b.
Reasoning similar to that of the proof of Theorem 2 can be used to show that an {r, Zv)-convex set is (2, /•/(2Zv))-uniform so that Theorem 4 yields a result similar to the corollary to Theorem 2 but with a much smaller value of y,.
